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Preface
Why do we do what we do? On the surface, the study of human behavior seems
to be a very complicated endeavor. Unraveling the problems we human beings
experience sometimes seems almost hopeless.
But, more often than not, the simplest solution to a problem often tends to be
the best solution—the simplest ideas have the most profound implications.
In writing this little book, I kept that thought foremost in my mind.
My aim was to reduce the many complexities of behavior into a few very
simple, time-proven principles.
I also set out to communicate those principles in a simple, understandable way.
I’ve deliberately kept the book’s length as short and to the point as possible. I
want it to be easily and quickly readable.
My hope is that you as my reader will enjoy it as much as I enjoyed writing it.
My dream is that when you finish reading it, you will sit back and say to
yourself that you really learned some valuable things about yourself and your
relationships with other people.
I want what I have written to be helpful to you in your everyday life.
Now, it’s time for you to turn the page…

Chapter One

INTRODUCTION
Several years ago, the Los Angeles Times conducted a survey of a
representative sample of parents to determine their opinions about children,
morals, and values. The graph below shows one of the findings of that survey.

An impressive ninety-six percent of the parents surveyed believed that they
were doing an excellent or good job teaching their children about morals and
values!
In that very same survey, an equally impressive ninety-three percent of the
parents surveyed believed that “parents are not taking enough responsibility for
teaching their children moral values,” as shown in the graph below.
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Now isn’t that interesting? Although our sample of parents believed that they
were doing an excellent to good job teaching their own children about morals and
values, at the same time they believed that other parents were not taking enough
responsibility for teaching their children about morals and values!
This picture gets even more perplexing when you look at the graph below,
where you see that only eleven percent of these same parents believe their own
behavior has contributed to the problems that the nation faces!

What’s going on here? How on earth do we reconcile these seemingly
contradicting results?
The answer is simple. The parents questioned in this survey were doing
something that so many of us end up doing. They were playing the “Blame
Game.”
They were pointing fingers. They were passing the buck. They didn't do it!
They weren’t responsible! It wasn't their fault!
It seems easier to so many people to blame others, rather than to take
responsibility themselves.
Seeing those results got me to thinking about all of the hundreds of articles and
books I've read over my career—books about personality and why we do what we
do. Psychologists have proposed numerous theories about what makes people tick.
Thousands of research studies have been conducted to test those theories.
Some of the theories stem from the original thinking of Sigmund Freud, others
from what's called the humanistic psychology movement, and still others come
from the fields in psychology known as behaviorism and learning theory.
However, no matter how different are these approaches, I have found that the
many theories have certain principles in common.
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I see five basic threads running through them. I call these threads The Five
Basic Principles Of Behavior.
In the following chapters, I will present the five principles to you.
Before I start, here’s a word of caution.
Most of you will look at a particular principle and say “Everybody knows
that!” or “That’s too simplistic!”
If you react that way, try not to discount the principle as you read about it.
In fact, these five principles are very simple principles, the kinds of things
already familiar to people.
But the implications of each simple principle are many—and very profound.
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Chapter Two

PRINCIPLE ONE

Besides visible physical differences, each of us is born with our own set of
“temperaments.” Our temperaments consist of genetically endowed moods that
typify our emotional life.
Those of us who are parents know about temperament. We see differences in
our children from the moment they are born. My son, for example, slept twelve
hours at a time, rarely fussed, and appeared to be calm in the face of anything
happening.
On the other hand, my daughter, never slept more than two hours at one time,
was always fussing about something, and seemed to be upset at the slightest
incident.
To this day, well into their adulthood, their behaviors reflect the same basic
temperaments.
However, it's important to note, that temperament is not always destiny. From
the time we are born, we learn how to interact with our environment. The
collection of thousands and thousands of those learning experiences from birth to
adulthood either enhance or modify our temperaments.
Let’s consider, how these forces shape our lives in a little more detail.
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Jerome Kagan, a Harvard developmental psychologist, has been conducting
longitudinal studies of children for decades. His research has led him to conclude
that there are at least four temperaments: timid, bold, melancholy, and upbeat.

Further, he says that each temperament is the result of different patterns of
brain activity.
Early on in his research, Kagan and his associates were able to distinguish
between fearful (timid) and outgoing (bold) children.
Some children were hesitant to join into play with other children, timidly
holding back. Others were bolder, not hesitating to enthusiastically join into play
with other children.
The timid children tended to grow into shy adults, while the bold children
became outgoing, relaxed, and talkative with people.
Kagan believes that the difference between timid and bold children is the result
of the excitability of a neural circuit located in the amygdala of the brain.
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Shy people are born with an amygdala that is easily aroused—its excitability
threshold is low. As a result, they are quicker to become anxious in an unfamiliar
situation.
Meanwhile, bold people are born with a less excitable amygdala. As a result,
they are less easily frightened and more willing to step out and explore unfamiliar
environments.
Kagan further speculates where this difference in excitability comes from. He
believes that shy children come into life with higher levels of certain brain
chemicals that activate the amygdala—notably, a chemical called norepinephrine.
This gives them heightened sensitivity to their environment.
But, as I said earlier, temperament is not destiny. There is hope. Research
demonstrates that children born with a timid temperament, who have parents that
introduce, encourage, and help them deal with new experiences and socializing,
learn how to overcome their inborn timidness.

In other words, shy children raised with nurturing and outgoing parents learn
how to be outgoing themselves.
Like timid and bold, the other two temperaments, melancholy and upbeat, seem
also to be present at birth. From the beginning, some people are more melancholic
and gloomy about life, while others are naturally cheerful, easygoing, and constantly optimistic.
Dr. Richard Davidson of the University of Wisconsin suggests that these
temperaments are associated with the right and left prefrontal areas of the brain.
Greater activity in the left frontal lobe is associated with people who are more
often negative in their outlook toward life, more upset when things happen, and
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suffer more from depression. Greater activity in the
right frontal lobe is associated with people who more
often have a positive outlook on life, bounce back
from any adversity, and generally are very cheerful.
Like timid and bold, these two temperaments are
either enhanced or modified by learning experiences,
particularly emotional learning experiences in the
early years of life.
All four of these temperaments—timid, bold,
melancholic, and upbeat—are more modifiable
during childhood because it is during those years that the brain grows most
rapidly. Billions of neural paths are being molded, paths that shape personality
and behavior into adulthood.
The habits learned and practiced during childhood form lasting neural circuitry
in a person’s brain, which is hard to change in adulthood. Change can occur, but
usually it is the result of a lot of hard work, even intensive behavioral therapy and
other concentrated educational experiences.
All of this discussion about inborn temperaments leads me to one final point to
make as I end this chapter:
Don’t Try To Be What You Are Not
Through learning, you may succeed at modifying some of your behavior
arising from your natural temperaments. But when you find it almost impossible
to do so, don’t waste your time constantly trying to change the natural you.
The billions of combinations of our natural temperaments and our many
learning experiences spawn a vast diversity of individual talents and personalities.
Each of us is unique.
Build on your uniqueness.
For example, a bold, optimistic person has the potential to become a leader
who inspires others. Meanwhile, a timid, melancholic person can become an
outstanding analytical thinker.
Stop trying to change the natural you. Instead, choose to get the most out of
your natural temperament and talents by working to enhance them and develop
them to make them work for you!
Don’t underestimate the power of choice. Be More Of Who You Are, as
described in the next chapter.
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Chapter Three

CHOICES:
Be More Of Who You Are
Always be a first-rate version of yourself, instead of a second-rate version of somebody else.
—Judy Garland

Hundreds of self-help books and articles have been written proclaiming that
you can be whoever you want to be. All you have to do is work at it. Set new
goals. Change your habits. Develop new ways of looking at life.
Is that true? Can you be anyone you want to be?
The answer is yes and no.
As you will see in reading the rest of this little book, there are many things you
can change about yourself.
You can learn to set goals. You can learn new habits. You can challenge your
beliefs and assumptions and teach yourself to look at things differently. You can
make different choices that will lead you in many new directions.
However, there are some limitations. As described in the last chapter, we are
born with some differences in temperament. In other words, we each come into
the world through a different physiological window.

As a result, some desired changes will be harder to make than others because
they go opposite to our natural grain.
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For example, if I am a “trial and error” kind of person who just likes to jump
into a project and start doing what I need to do to get to some goal, it may be very
difficult for me to develop a habit of planning details in advance.
There are things we are just naturally good at. We’ve all met people who are
able to easily socialize with a group of strangers without even thinking about it.
We’ve also met people who are just naturally good at planning things, whether
a dinner party or a big project.
In other words, each of is a unique human being. And, that uniqueness forms
early in life. When you first started school, you were already unique.
Researchers at the Gallup organization call these natural behaviors “talents.”
Based on over 25 years of research interviewing thousands of people, they
concluded that there is a limit to how much people can change. Rather than try to
be someone different than who we are, they recommend that we capitalize on our
natural talents and become more of who we are!
There are many different kinds of knowledge that we can acquire and skills that
we can learn. But, we are running up a steep hill when we try to change our
natural temperament.
Nowhere is this more evident than with married couples who run into trouble
because they believe they can change each other!
The trick is to make yourself very aware of your natural talents. The Gallup
researchers liken these natural talents to “four lane highways in your head.” What
are you able to easily do without even thinking?
In fact, talents are behaviors that come so naturally to you that you might not
even realize you have them—you don’t even think about them as special, or as
talents.
So, how do you identify your talents and how do you become more of who you
are?
Let’s begin with identifying your talents. Look back through your life and ask
yourself several questions. As you answer each, think of a specific example.
 What do I do well, effortlessly, without even having to think about it?
Example: When working with a group of people on a project, you may be
the first to quickly see how it should be organized and carried out. You may
be a natural organizer and planner.
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 What kinds of tasks or activities give me the most enjoyment and
satisfaction?
Example: You are throwing a party. As people arrive, you immediately say
and do things that put them at ease. You do this effortlessly, without even
thinking. You may have a natural talent for diplomacy and for building
positive relationships.
 When I think back to school and other learning experiences, what kinds of
things have I been able learn with hardly any effort?
Example: In school, you may have struggled with history but aced your
math and science courses. You may have a natural talent for analytical and
logical thinking.
 What do I do that gets me the most complements and admiration from
others?
Example: You’ve invited people to your house, which you just newly
decorated. When guests arrive, they look around and say something like,
“Boy, everything looks so beautiful—what a great job you’ve done!” You
may have a natural, artistic eye for blending colors and styles.
 What kinds of tasks or activities do I enthusiastically look forward to doing?
Example: You’ve just successfully completed a sale and you can hardly wait
to meet the next customer. You may have a natural talent for persuasion and
enjoy the challenge of convincing people about something.
All of the above questions are examples of questions you can ask yourself to
uncover your natural talents.
In addition, ask your spouse, your friends, and your associates to tell you what
they see as your natural talents. They will often point to something very special
about you that you take for granted because it comes so naturally to you.
The information you gather in this way will help you identify your natural
talents, your temperaments, your natural self.
Now, how do you use that information to become more of who you are?
Use the acronym ASK—Assess, Skills, and Knowledge—as a guideline.
With your talents in mind, Assess your life situation. How much opportunity do
you have to use your talents?
For example, is your job a fit to your talents?
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There may be room for flexibility in your workplace, like moving to anther
position within your organization.
Perhaps there is another job or career that would be a better fit. If so, check out
the possibilities—put yourself on the job market. There are many organizations
that help people find new jobs.
It may be that switching jobs is financially or otherwise impractical at this time
in your life. In that case, lay the groundwork for the opportunity to make a change
in the future. Identify the ideal job for your talents. Begin searching for openings.
Find ways to network with people and organizations that could be of potential
help.
Consider other, perhaps more radical actions, such as moving to another city or
state, that may put you in a location with more opportunities.
Meanwhile, look outside of your work, at what you do during your off-time.
There may be hobbies or other activities you previously have not thought about
that would allow you to express your talents.
All of these ideas are ways of assessing your natural talents.
Once you’ve made your assessment, think about the second letter of our
acronym: S for Skills. Focus on developing the kinds of skills that will help you
best actualize your talents. Find as many ways as you can to further develop those
skills.
If, for example, you are a natural diplomat, join local community or civic
organizations that will give you the opportunity to use and demonstrate your
talent.
And, there’s nothing like practice to hone an existing talent. Let’s say you may
have a talent for organizing. Find ways to put that talent to work in even the most
simple situations.
For example, as silly as these may sound, clean and organize your garage, find
new and streamline ways to pay your bills, re-organize your cupboards and
closets, and so on.
Practice behaviors that sharpen the skills you use when manifesting your
talents
Last, there is the third letter of our ASK acronym, K for Knowledge.
What kinds of additional knowledge would help you become more effective at
expressing your talents? You may have a persuasive talent. How about speech
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classes, books about negotiation, internet educational sources, sales training,
debate clubs, etc.?
In other words, what additional knowledge might you acquire that will help
you become more talent-fulfilled?
The point of all of this discussion on identifying your talents and becoming
more of who you are goes back to what I said in the last chapter:
“…get the most out of your natural temperament and talents by working to
enhance them and develop them to make them work for you.”
Your life will be much smoother, and more exciting and satisfying, when you
find ways to apply your natural talents!
Be More of Who You Are!

Actress Shirley MacLaine says it very nicely:
I think of life itself now as a wonderful play that I've written for myself, and
so my purpose is to have the utmost fun playing my part.
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Chapter Four

PRINCIPLE TWO

When things go our way, when we get what we want, when we solve our
problems, we feel good! When none of these things happen, we feel bad.
Think about it. This is a universal characteristic of we human beings. We all
want to feel good.
We each have our own definition of what feeling good is and we all pursue it.
We work hard at shying away from or avoiding situations that leave us feeling
bad.
Let’s pursue this point a bit further.
Some psychologists tell us that there are four different categories of emotion:
glad, mad, sad, and scared.
First, there is the glad state. I feel great because I just finished a
difficult job. I'm very happy because my boss gave me a raise. I'm
ecstatic because I'm in love. I'm deliriously happy because I just won
the lottery! All of these are examples of feeling glad. The glad state
ranges from the slightest state of feeling good to delirious ecstasy.
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Second, is the mad state. I'm frustrated because I wasn't able to get what I
wanted at the department store. I'm angry because somebody cut me
off as I was changing lanes on the freeway. I'm outraged because
someone cheated me out of a lot of money. I'm so furious I could kill
someone. The mad state ranges from the slightest state of feeling
frustrated to the most extreme state of explosive anger.
Third, is the sad state. I'm feeling just a little blue today. I feel sad
because the little old lady next door lost her pet dog. I feel down in the
dumps because things haven't been going my way lately. I'm
depressed because I just lost someone very dear to my heart. The sad
state ranges from the slightest state of just feeling a little moody to
extreme depression.
Fourth, there is the scared state. I feel a little nervous because I want to make a
good impression. I'm anxious because I don't know if I will have
enough money to last me until next payday. I'm frightened because I
hear noises outside in my yard. I'm terrified because someone is
pointing a gun at me and threatening to kill me. The scared state ranges
from the slightest state of nervousness to a state of terror
I call scared the granddaddy of all emotions.
Think about it.
Before you were born, there you were, warm and comfortably nestled in your
mother's womb.
Then, suddenly, you were thrust out into a cold and unfamiliar world. How
startling that must of been! I believe that a primitive startle response is our first
experience with fear.
Very quickly you were introduced to your new world. All kinds of strange
people cooed at you, reached out for you, touched you, and made a virtual
cacophony of noises. Those must have been some of your first moments of
primitive scared.
From that point on, as you moved through childhood and grew into adulthood,
how you learned to adapt to situations that startled or scared you determined the
kind of defense structure you built around yourself, which, in turn, affects the
shape of your personality.
Think back to our discussion of temperaments. How you learned to deal with
your emotions as you grew into adulthood impacted on whether you enhanced or
modified your natural temperaments.
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Today, how you handle your emotions is a big determinant of how well you get
along with other people.
People who are very easily aroused to anger and express it in a very explosive
manner will no doubt have much greater difficulty relating to others than people
who are generally calm and not very easily aroused to anger.
People who are frightened much of the time find themselves interacting very
cautiously with others.
People who are sad or depressed are more likely to withdraw from social
interactions with others.
And so on.
How you deal with your emotions has received much attention in recent years.
Psychologist, Daniel Coleman, author of the groundbreaking book, Emotional
Intelligence, recognizes the importance of emotions in our development.
Coleman argues that our traditional view of intelligence based on linguistic and
math abilities is far too narrow. What's left out are several other abilities such as
self-awareness, impulse control, the ability to control one's moods,
self-motivation, empathy, and social deftness.
Looking back at the four categories of emotion, it's very interesting to see that
only one of them is positive: the glad state.

I've already noted the consequences of anger, sadness, and fear on how you
interact with others. Interacting out of a glad state leads to freer, more confident,
more open social behavior.
So, this leads us to one very simple—but important—implication of the second
principle of behavior that people are motivated to feel good:
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You will be more successful relating to others, whether family members,
friends, fellow employees, or customers, when you are feeling good.
Thus, it is very important that you make choices to keep yourself in a glad
state.
For example, how do you start your day? I have a friend who wakes up and
immediately jumps into a hot stimulating shower to get himself going. By the time
he finishes his shower, he has already begun thinking about what he will do for
the day. After dressing he spends his time with his newspaper over breakfast
catching up on the news. By the time he leaves the house, he feels ready for his
day! If he doesn’t have enough time for that ritual because of an unexpected early
meeting, he says he feels “off balance.”
I've another friend who is an anesthesiologist. His idea of a good start for the
day is to get out of bed, put on his sweat suit, and embark on a vigorous six-mile
run. If he has an early call at the hospital and there is no opportunity to run, he
feels off balance. (I certainly wouldn't want him to be my anesthesiologist on those
days!)
I, on the other hand, work out of my home office and I am a computer addict.
My idea of a good start for the day is to pad down to my office in my bathrobe
and spend at least a half-hour at the computer, including some Googling on the
internet. This helps me to start my day on all cylinders. If I don't get the
opportunity to do this because I have a very early appointment, I don't feel quite
tuned up for the day.
Here’s the point of all this:
Each of us has our own unique style for starting our day in a way that gets
all of our juices flowing—don't cheat yourself!
Take the time to do whatever you need to do to make sure you start off the day
in a glad state. Then, during the course of the day, take other actions to keep
yourself in a glad state.
If, for example, you feel yourself overwhelmed by a heavy workload, take a
quick break, walk outside, put yourself into an entirely different environment.
Deliberately do something that you know from the past will help you feel good.
Do what you need to do to keep yourself in a glad state! This, of course,
doesn’t include self-destructive behaviors such as drug or alcohol abuse, or overeating.
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Also, when you are taking actions to keep yourself in a glad state, don’t do it at
the expense of others!

In other words, feel good, but don’t trample over others when doing so.
Finally, don’t underestimate the power of choice when it comes to your
feelings, as described in the next chapter: Beware of Hurt Feelings.
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Chapter Five

CHOICES:
Beware Of Hurt Feelings
I was talking to an Administrative Assistant the other day who seemed very
upset. I asked her if I could help her and she answered, “Oh, I guess I’ll get over
it—my supervisor really hurt me when he said that!”
I asked “Where?”
She looked confused for a moment and then asked, “What do you mean?”
“Where did he hurt you?” I asked. “In your arm, your leg, your head? Where
did he hurt you?”
She paused for a moment and then said, “Well, my feelings—he hurt my
feelings.”
“My God!” I exclaimed. “Should I call 911? Do we need a surgeon?”
She started smiling a little and said, “Come on, you know what I mean! He hurt
me!”
“No, I don’t know what you mean,” I said. “You said he hurt your feelings.
Tell me where your feelings are located. Maybe we can grab a hold of them and
do something with them to make you feel better.”
She frowned at me and ignored my request, saying, “He made me feel like I’m
dumb or stupid!”
“Are you angry?” I asked.
She thought for a moment. “Yes... I guess I am angry.”
“Why?” I asked.
“Because I’m not dumb or stupid!” she exclaimed.
“Well there you have it!” I said. “It isn’t that he hurt you or that your feelings
are hurt. The truth is, you’re feeling angry because he thinks about you in a way
you don’t want to be thought of.”
“Well… you’re right. He made me feel angry.” she said.
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“Did he twist your arm?” I asked. “Did he hold you down and pour anger into
you?”
“Don’t be ridiculous,” she said. “He made me mad!”
“No,” I said, “that is the point—he didn’t make you feel anything. He didn’t
hurt you. He didn’t hurt your feelings. He simply said something and YOU got
angry. YOU’RE the one who decided to get angry. Now what are YOU going to
do about it?”
“Wait a minute!” she exclaimed. “Are you saying you never feel angry or hurt
when someone says or does something to you?”
“Well, first of all,” I replied, I’m not saying you or I will never feel anything.
What I am saying is that WE are the people doing the feeling—no one else put
that feeling inside of us—it’s OUR feeling. No one ever does something TO you
or me —unless it’s a physical act of some sort—they just do something. We then
choose how we will react.
“So what?” she declared. “I’m feeling it and he caused it.”
“Not exactly,” I answered. “What he said to you stimulated you to feel angry.
Why? Because he said something to you that YOU think puts you in a bad light.
YOU’RE still the one doing the thinking and feeling.”
“Well that’s like splitting hairs,” she said. “What’s the point of all of this?”
“The point is not that you won’t ever feel anything when someone says or does
something,” I answered. “The point is, once you feel what you feel, only you can
do anything about it. You own it.”
“Only you,” I explained, “can choose to continue feeling it or decide that
feeling angry is a waste of your energy because he doesn’t know what he’s talking
about or because you simply can’t expect anything better from him.”
“Well this is all good theory,” she said. “It sounds nice on paper. But how does
one go about making that choice?”
“It’s not easy,” I answered. “And it takes time to learn. You will have to
consciously practice a different way of looking at things than you do now.”
“The first thing to do,” I continued, “is truly accept—truly believe—that you
and only you are responsible for every single one of your thoughts, your feelings
and your actions. Once you accept this belief, it is easy to realize that only you can
change your thoughts, your feelings and your actions.”
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“The second thing to do,” I went on, “is to objectively evaluate the information
you’ve received from the other person through his words or actions.”
“For example,” I said, “if he criticized you for something you did wrong, ask
yourself if you really did do it wrong. If you did, then turn it into a problem to be
solved. Figure out how you can do it the right way in the future. In other words,
turn your angry or hurt energy into a positive, problem-solving energy.”
“If you did not do it wrong, hold your ground—gather your facts together—
show him how you did do it right.”
If he still doesn’t think you’ve done it right, ask him for his help. Ask him to
show you how he thinks it should be done. In this way, you open a problemsolving discourse.
“Third, and this is very important,” I continued. “Given your past experiences
with this person, stop to consider what you can realistically expect from him.
Given who he is and given the situation, do you expect anything different from
him?”
“If your answer is ‘Yes, I do expect less critical behavior because he normally
doesn’t behave that way,’ then turn it into a problem that both of you must solve
together. Find out what’s going on with him. He may be hurting and needing help
and support.”
“On the other hand, if your answer is ‘No’ because this is always the way he
deals with people, then why on earth feel angry? It’s just him doing what he
always does!”
It’s amazing how your feelings change when you change your expectations.
“In the end,” I continued, “we all want to live happy lives with as little stress as
possible. The more time we spend drowning in negative emotions, the more
energy we spiral into unhappiness, and the more we will feel stressed.”
Pausing for a moment, I concluded, “The responsibility to change all of this is
ours alone—it’s all in our own hands.”
She looked at me and thought for a moment and said, “Well, I guess that does
make sense.”
Then, she said with a smile, “I will give it a try next time someone says
something I think is hurtful. I will change my expectations and put my energy into
me.”
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Chapter Six

PRINCIPLE THREE

When we assume it’s human nature for people to be out for themselves, we will
see everyone that way, even if they are not!
What we experience—what we see, what we hear, what we taste, what we
touch, what we smell—all of these are the result of what is happening, filtered
through what we assume, believe, and think.

Your experience of the world around you first comes to you through your
senses.
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It happens in the following way. When you see a sunset, hear a person speak,
touch a baby's face, taste a chocolate bar, or smell a rose, your nerve endings in
those senses are being stimulated. Then, very quickly, those nerve impulses travel
from your nerve endings to various reception centers in your brain. There they are
processed through a complicated network of brain cells. They combine with nerve
impulses in your “thought centers”—your assumptions about people and things,
your beliefs, and your thoughts. You then end up “experiencing a sensation.”
In a way, you could say that your assumptions, beliefs, and the ways you think
about people and things act like “filters” to your perceptions, which affect the way
in which you communicate with others.

All together, your assumptions and beliefs form the base of the mental models
of the world that you carry in your head.
Mental models are like maps about how the world works or how you think it
should work.
Some of your maps are “rules” that begin with words like you should or you
should not, or you ought to or you ought not to. These are the “good’s” and
“bad’s” and the “right’s” and “wrong’s” that guide you in your daily choices.
Other maps you hold in your head are pictures and stories about how things
are. These are your definitions of reality.
Your mental models influence all of your sensations—what you see, what you
hear, what you taste, touch, and smell. Those sensations then define what you
experience. And what you experience determines what choices you make and
what actions you will take.
Indeed, mental models are a very powerful influence in our daily lives.
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History is alive with many illustrations of the power of mental models.
For example, during the middle ages, folk beliefs largely guided the perception
and treatment of mental illness. Many people believed
that the moon caused lunacy—moonbeams shining on a
person’s head would cause mental illness. One form of
treatment was bleeding to “balance the humors.” In some
cases, mentally ill people were thrown into a river to
shock them into coming to their senses. Some
communities had “madman towers” in which they would
incarcerate the mentally ill. As a means of coming to
grips with the idea of madness, people became mad themselves for a short time
during "feast of fools," which was accompanied by much drinking and
debauchery.
For nearly three centuries (1450 to 1750), people in many societies lived in fear
of witches. As a result of
large-scale
witch-hunts,
thousands
of
people
(mostly women) were tried, tortured,
and
executed.
Accused witches were picked
up and brought before
tribunals to be investigated.
Torture was used as part of
the investigations to extort
“confessions.” In central
Europe alone, over 20,000
witches
were
killed,
generally in public, often in
groups, by hanging or
burning.
Consider still another
example. Physicians in the
eighteenth century thought
that all bad behavior was
caused by evil spirits. They felt it was their responsibility to
help people rid themselves of the evil spirits. So they figured
out a way to do it. They drilled holes in the heads of their
patients to let the evil spirits out! How's that for the power of
a mental model?
Our mental models not only influence our individual
behaviors. They also influence our collective behaviors. An
entire organization can succeed or fail as a result of the
mental models held in the heads of its top managers.
For example, consider the case of General Motors as described by Peter Senge
in his classic book, The Fifth Discipline.
For many years, the top managers at General Motors held a mental model of
business in their heads made up of a number of assumptions. They believed in
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their assumptions as if they were absolute truths, good for all time. They knew
that their company was one of the most successful companies in the world. Many
books had been written about them. Other companies emulated them.
Here are the assumptions making up their mental model:

General Motors is in the business to make money—manufacturing cars is the
way they do it.

Cars are primarily status symbols. Styling is therefore more important than
quality.

The American car market is more important than the rest of the world—it is in
this market that we will make our money.

Top down, authoritarian management is the most successful way to run our
company. People in one department have no need to know what is going on in
other departments.

Workers are here to do what managers tell them to do to get the job done.
Managers have the most important impact on productivity and product quality.

Actually, those assumptions worked well for General Motors up into the
1980's. But then, along came the Japanese and other international manufacturers,
offering new choices to the American marketplace. The Japanese were guided by
a very different set of assumptions:

Customer satisfaction is the real bottom line. More money is made when
customers are satisfied.

Consumers are looking for quality and reliability. A well-made, well-built car
will be more preferred over a stylish car.

The American car market is not the only market in the world—the entire world
is our marketplace.

Younger managers are entering the system with more training in team concepts
and participative decision-making.

Workers have an important impact on productivity and product quality.

These assumptions led to the production of vehicles that satisfied changing
customer needs. For example, cars with better mileage in the face of rising gas
prices.
Meanwhile, the top managers at General Motors were too slow in adapting to
changing customer needs. They stayed locked into their outdated mental models
while the world around them was changing. As a result, General Motors lost a
significant chunk of market share. They’ve never recovered.
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In fact, in the first quarter of 2007, Toyota outpaced General Motors worldwide for the first time in history.
If the managers of General Motors had taken time to uncover their mental
models and challenge them, they could have made new assumptions, which would
have changed the way they did business and saved them from losing so much
market share.
It all comes back to what we assume and believe.
Psychologists interested in studying the mechanics of perception have come up
with many demonstrations of how what we see and experience is a function of
what we are assuming and thinking.
We don't always see what we think we see.
For example, the following diagram is a classic perceptual demonstration
presented in almost any basic psychology textbook.

If you assume the background of this drawing is white, you will see two faces
looking at each other. On the other hand, if you assume the background of the
drawing is black, you will see a pedestal.
What you see depends on what you assume!
Here's another one. When looking at the diagram below, most people see a
kind of spiraling line, winding itself inward like a tunnel.
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However, by tracing some of the lines, as I've done in the following diagram,
you can see that it is not one line after all. The diagram consists of a series of concentric circles, made up of unconnected line segments, one inside the other.

Let’s look at still another example. Even though the diagonal lines in the
drawing to the right are parallel to each other, it is hard to
see them as parallel. Why? Because they are drawn
against a series of vertical and horizontal lines.
When you try to focus your attention on the diagonal
lines, what you see is influenced by those other lines.
Your perception of the world outside you is influenced
by your assumptions, by your beliefs, and by your
thoughts. Like the background lines, these all act as filters
which determine what you see.
Finally, look at the two vertical lines shown in the classical
illusion at the left. Do you see the lengths of the lines as equal?
In fact, they are equal. But, it is hard to see those lines as equal
because of the different arrowhead endings at the top and bottom.
When you try to compare the lengths of the two vertical lines,
those endings influence your perception.
You can see this more clearly when you move
the left line from the diagram on the last page next
to the right line, as in the illustration at the right.
It’s now easy to see that the two lines are indeed equal in length,
in spite of the arrow endings.
Your perception of the world around you is influenced by the
assumptions you make, by the beliefs you hold, and by the
thoughts you are having—they act like filters that determine what
you see.
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As I’ve emphasized in earlier chapters, don’t underestimate the power of
choice, as described in the next chapter, Challenge And Control Your Mental
Models.
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Chapter Seven

CHOICES:
Challenge And Control
Your Mental Models
Your mental models exert a powerful influence on everything you do—how
successful you will be, how you judge and interact with others, what you decide to
say, what decisions you make, and so on. They play a very important role in your
success, as well as the overall success of any group you are a part of, including the
organization in which you work.
Three kinds of mental models are particularly critical to you when you interact
with other people: (1) those associated with how you view yourself; (2) those
associated with how you view the other person; and (3) those associated with how
you view the situation in which you find yourself.
You may have a mental model about yourself that consists of a variety of self-doubting thoughts—you just don't have what it takes—you are unlucky—others
always seem to do better than you—you just don't seem to be able to get your job
done. This model boils down to a lack of self-confidence and a shortage of
self-esteem. It can only be changed by challenging and changing the way you
think—changing your own mental model.
One of the best ways to build your confidence is becoming more informed
about who you are and more skilled at what you do, constantly learning new
information and new techniques, coupled with setting realistic goals.
Work on your self-esteem every minute of every day. Tell yourself positive
things—turn every self-criticism into a problem to be solved.
Pay attention to the way you dress, keep yourself in good physical shape, eat
nutritional foods, and get sufficient rest and relaxation. Build a positive
self-image—walk taller and with grace.
Controlling the mental models you have about other people is equally
important to your success with others. We tend to judge others by our previous
associations with people. And, we tend to label people—this is a selfish person,
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this is a dishonest person, this person is too argumentative and too difficult for me
to waste my time.
Don't fall into this labeling trap.
Reasons behind the behaviors of other people around you are just as complex
as the reasons behind your own behaviors. What looks like an angry,
argumentative person may really be someone who is going through some tragic
times in his or her own personal life. Listen to this person with empathy instead of
judgment.
Finally, your mental models about the situation you are in influence your
overall attitude. You may see your financial situation as hopeless—you keep
getting deeper into debt. Seek out some professional financial counseling. In other
words, turn the situation into a problem to be solved and work hard to solve it.
Challenge and control your mental model! Our mental models—our
assumptions, beliefs, the way we think—strongly influence what we experience,
every moment of the day.
It’s astounding how much our mental models, our belief systems, affect our
lives!
When I was seventeen, I read a little book called Flatland, written by a monk.
The hero of the book was named “A. Square.” It was an intriguing little book that
has stayed with me over the years. It gave me a perspective on life that is
particularly appropriate today in this new millennium.
Flatland is a two dimensional world, where creatures only have length and
width, but no depth. Instead of the cubes, spheres and pyramids that we see in our
world, Flatland inhabitants are squares, circles, and triangles. Enjoying a
comfortable life in their flat world, they know nothing of the third dimension.

One day, a large sphere approached this two-dimensional world. Being a
curious creature, he decided to visit the Flatlanders. But, since Flatland has only
length and width, they saw him as a circle, where he intersected the plane of their
world. It is as if you sliced a piece of paper through a ball—the sphere would only
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be a circle on the paper where you sliced it. You would not see the entire
three-dimensional ball.

And, of course, as the sphere moved up or down through the plane of Flatland,
the size of the circle changed. When the tip of the sphere entered Flatland, he was
seen as a small circle. When the middle, fatter part of him passed through
Flatland, he was seen as a larger circle.
The sphere explained this phenomenon to the Flatlanders. He told them about
the third dimension and tried demonstrating it by moving in and out of their
two-dimensional plane. He described to them how his actual shape in the third
dimension would account for his changing size in their world.
Alas, the poor Flatlanders could not grasp what he was saying. Their
two-dimensional perception gave them two-dimensional beliefs. They could not
see him as a sphere. They could only see him as a circle that kept changing size.
This frightened them. They thought they were witnessing a circle performing
witchcraft. In their panic, they sought to destroy him.
Try as he might, the sphere simply could not get the Flatlanders to see his own
three dimensional world. He finally gave up and left.
To me, the message of that little book is very clear:
Bound by our own belief systems, we find it very hard to see our world
from a radically different point of view.
Like the two-dimensional beliefs of Flatlanders, our truths often become our
blinders. In order for us to see new ideas, new concepts, and new ways of thinking
and doing, we need to look at the world from another perspective, another point of
view.
We need to develop new mental models for seeing our existence.
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Chapter Eight

PRINCIPLE FOUR

This is a centrally important principle to this entire little book!
We choose to do what will make us feel good.
We choose behaviors that will avoid us feeling bad.
This fourth principle is the most important of all five principles. It is the key to
you developing more control of your life.
Look at the diagram below. Events that happen are simply events that happen.
But our responses are determined by the spin we put on the event we perceive is
happening.
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Someone tells you that you did something stupid. You then feel angry because
you believe this person has no right to judge you! Or you feel depressed because
you believe you can never do anything right!
The point is, how you feel is the result of how you think about an event, how
you “frame” it.
What if your first thought when you were told you did something stupid was
“Wow, this person is sure hurting about something!” Do you think you would
have felt angry or depressed then?
As I said in Chapter Five, people don’t make you feel angry or any other
emotion. You do it to yourself by how you think about it. You have the power to
choose to think differently!
Years ago, a friend of mine taught me a handy little technique for dealing with
negative feelings. If I’m feeling blue, down-in-the-dumps, and I just can’t boost
myself out of it, I ask myself two questions.
First, do I really need to feel this way? The answer invariably is “yes” because
I am indeed feeling that way.
Then I ask myself the second question: “How long do I need to feel this way?”
I’ll look at my watch and say to myself, “OK, for the next half hour I am going to
do nothing else but feel blue and down-in-the-dumps!” Before I can even begin
the half hour, I find myself smiling at myself. Why would I even think about
choosing to feel that way?
Try it. It sounds silly and it takes practice. But it sure does work!
It’s all about choice! It’s up to you. You can choose to feel like our little blue
friend on the left below. Or you can choose to think like our little friend on the
right!

You and only you choose what you believe. You and only you choose what you
do.
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And, your choices determine what you see and how you feel! The choice is
yours!
One more point about choice. The choices you make affect your Self-Esteem.
As we saw when looking at principle Two, how we think about the world
affects how we perceive it and interact in it. How we think about ourselves affects
how we see and feel about ourselves.

By exercising the power of choice, you can both strengthen your self-concept,
and learn how to “read” others.
Examples of this are illustrated in the next chapter: You Are What You Speak.
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Chapter Nine

CHOICES:
You Are What You Speak
Often when I am addressing groups, I am asked the question, “What do you
think is the most important trait of someone who is happy and successful in life?”
The answer is simple: a positive self-concept. When you feel good about yourself,
respect yourself, accept yourself, you can truly excel at what you do.
“But it's hard to keep myself feeling good about myself day after day,” I am
told, “especially when I can't seem to get ahead, in spite of working long, hard
hours, and when I have problems with other people or financial troubles… I feel
frustrated and start getting down on myself. What can I do to keep feeling good
about myself?”
The answer starts with your self-talk.
When you are not feeling good about yourself, you will invariably find that you
are smothering yourself with negative self-talk. Without realizing it, you become
what you tell yourself you are. In other words, you are what you speak.
To change yourself, you need to change your self-talk. It doesn't happen
overnight. It takes a lot of time and practice.
The first step is making yourself aware of the way you structure your view of
yourself through the words you use. You can then open yourself up to changing
you by first changing your words!
Does that sound ridiculous? Stop for a moment. Consider the possibility that
you choose every word you speak.
You do not select words by accident. You select them because they reflect
what you want to say—even when you blurt something out—when speaking
seems to be automatic. In that tiny microsecond before the words came out of
your mouth, you—through the magic of your brain—make a quick,
word-selection decision.
Making that decision is based on a number of things. Verbal habits over the
years. The meanings you wish to convey. The beliefs you hold. How you feel
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about yourself at the moment. And so on. Whatever gets cranked into your choice
of a word, the fact is that you choose to use it.
Because you choose your words, they are a window to the inside of you. They
are signals that convey to yourself and others what you think, what you believe,
and, most important of all, how you feel about yourself.
Let's take an example.
You are in a crowded restaurant at the height of a bustling lunch hour. The
waiter has already taken your order and you are sitting at the table, comfortably
chatting with your friend. You realize that you are thirsty. So you decide to ask
the waiter for a glass of water.
You look around and see him coming toward you, carrying a loaded tray,
obviously very busy and heading for the table next to you. As he approaches, you
say: “Waiter ... ah ... when you get a chance ... ah ... would you please bring me a
glass of water?”
Now let's replay this scene.
Let's say you are having lunch in that same restaurant with your friend, Robert,
who you view as a very successful person. You really admire this man. He is
confident, poised and very comfortable in any social situation.
Let's say he decides to ask the waiter for a glass of water because he is thirsty.
When the waiter approaches the table, Robert raises his hand and firmly, but
politely, says, “Waiter… Bring me a glass of water, please.”
Look at the words used in these scenarios and see how they are a window into
your inner self.
Notice first that your words convey much more discomfort than the words of
your friend. Notice how tentative they are: “... ah ... when you get a chance ... ah
...”
Next, notice how you asked permission: “would you please ...?” Why would
you have to ask the waiter permission for him to do his own job?
Third, you gave the waiter the “power” in this interpersonal transaction by
telling him to bring the water to you when he gets a chance.
You apparently do not feel secure in making a straightforward request. The
waiter appears to be very busy and rushed, and you feel uncomfortable about
intruding on his time and space. You don't want to be the bad guy or gal.
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Meanwhile, Robert's words convey much more self-assurance. He does not
hesitate at all. He does not ask permission.
He simply, confidently, and straightforwardly says, “Waiter… Bring me a glass
of water, please.”
He is firm, yet polite. He is obviously very comfortable and not concerned
about being the bad guy.
Do you see the difference? More importantly, do you see how the words you
use become a window to your inner self?
And, by the way, words are accompanied by nonverbal movements, such as the
tentative look on your face or the firm raise of Robert's hand. These are also
important parts of the window to your inner self. But working on them comes only
after you train yourself how to be aware of the words you use.
This restaurant example is just a simple one. All you did was ask the waiter for
a glass of water. Multiply this simple situation one hundred times over for all the
other words you speak in a given day. Indeed, you can really see that you are what
you speak!
Now add to that, a thousand times over, the number of times during a given day
that you think or talk to yourself about yourself. Listen carefully to the words you
use. Again, you will discover that those words reflect your inner state. Again, you
are what you speak.
So, coming back to our original aim of improving your self-concept, start by
changing the window to your inner self. Start by changing the words you speak,
especially the words you use when you speak to yourself.
“Now why would that work,” you ask, “when those words reflect my inner
self?” The answer is that it really is a “two-way street.” Your words both reflect
and shape your inner self. Let's take a closer look at what happens when you
self-talk.
Every time you say or think negative words to yourself about yourself, your
words are accompanied by a blip of negative feeling. Sometimes the blip is a big
one. At other times, it is barely a trace. But it is always there.
Conversely, every time you say something good about yourself, there is a little
blip of good feeling. The more you believe it, the bigger it will be. The more often
it happens, the more you will believe it.
Throughout your whole life, your feelings about yourself have been shaped by
those little blips. Even when the words come from others, your act of listening
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often internalizes them as your own words. The positive blips pump you up and
the negative ones push you down. Thousands and thousands of those little blips
have shaped your self-concept over the years into what it is today.
The terrible thing is that we all have a tendency to selectively remember and
emphasize the negative things about ourselves.
In light of cultural pressures to be modest, we often downplay talking about our
assets, while exaggerating our self-criticisms way out of proportion. We then enter
into a vicious circle, sending our negative self-images out to others through the
words we choose. Those others pick up the meanings of the words and send them
back to us via their own uncomfortable reactions to us.
This vicious cycle of negative self-talk is one of the biggest villains in the
development of our self-concepts.
Consider just one example. You get up in the morning and sleepily stagger to
the bathroom after a restless night. You glance in the mirror. Ugh! Who or what is
that? Blip. You are not too pleased with the bags under your eyes, the messed up
hair, the drawn look on your face. Blip, blip, blip. What a wreck. Blip.
You brush your teeth, comb your hair (if you have any—blip!), and dress. You
take another look in the mirror. Some improvement, but your suit is a little ragged.
Blip. Time to get a new one, but you are a little short of cash because things
haven't been going too well lately. Blip, blip.
You start to worry about how well you will do today, given a shaky track
record for the last week. Blip, blip. You just can't seem to get it done as well as
Robert who seems to have the golden touch. BLIP! Maybe you just weren't cut out
to be a success. Bliiiiiiip!
Every time you get into this vicious cycle of negative self-talk, this self-critical
chant, you weigh yourself down with another layer of unfavorable self-images.
Then, insidiously, when you start mixing with people, you subtly communicate
that self-criticism to them through the words you use—tentative, apologetic,
second class words.
They, in turn, usually do not give you a positive response. In all probability,
they will reflect negative blips back to you because people respect confidence and
personal strength and feel uncomfortable in the presence of others who lack those
qualities.
“So,” you ask, “how do I go about changing my self-talk when I am not feeling
good about myself? Are you asking me to deny reality?” My answer is: when it
comes to how you feel about yourself, you define your own reality.
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Your self-concept is the product of a whole lifetime of experience and
accompanying self-talk. But do not despair! Although you cannot undo anything
that has been done or said in the past, you do have control over what you do and
say from this moment on.
If you choose to define yourself from this moment on as inadequate, you will
choose ways to act and talk inadequately. If you choose to define yourself as
confident and competent, you will find ways to act and talk with confidence and
competency. It is up to you!
A good starting point is to work on your self-talk, to work hard at programming
yourself with positive blips instead of negative ones. Following are six guidelines
to help you with that task.
1. Listen To Your Self-Talk.
In the beginning, simply observe what you have just said or thought and pay
attention to the words you’ve chosen. Did they have a lot of negative loadings?
You will find it helpful when examining your word-loadings to look at the
grammatical parts of your sentences. Many years ago, teachers of grammar used a
visual technique known as “sentence diagramming.” It was a graphic method for
identifying elements of speech and the proper use of those elements in a sentence.
Essentially, this method consists of translating a sentence into a diagram of
horizontal and vertical lines. The three most important parts of the sentence, the
subject, the verb, and the object are placed on a horizontal line:

For example, “Jane writes poetry” would be diagrammed as:

Notice that this is a very simple, logical sentence. It has no good, bad, happy,
or sad loading. Let’s see what happens when we add some modifiers: “Young Jane
writes very beautiful poetry.”
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Now we have a sentence with a very positive, feel-good loading!
Notice how the diagram reflects the basic structure of the sentence: the main
part of the sentence, the “skeletal” part, so to speak, is on top of the horizontal
line, while everything below the line “modifies” or adds a positive loading to the
rest of the sentence.
The skeletal part of the sentence could stand by itself and still be
understandable: “Jane writes poetry.” The modifiers, below the line, are really
unnecessary for basic, factual communication. But they do add flavors—the
sentence is richer in meaning with them.
We could completely change the loading of our basic sentence from positive to
negative by changing the modifiers: “Old Jane writes terribly sad poetry.”

What a difference! Now our basic sentence has an entirely different meaning!
In other words, your choices of modifiers (such as adjectives, adverbs, and
modifying phrases) are particularly important.
As another example, notice that the sentence “I am talking to people” is simply
a statement of fact with no positive or negative loading. But when I modify it by
adding some words, the sentence becomes very negative: “I am not very good at
talking to people.” You can make the sentence even more negative by adding
more modifiers: “I am not very good at all, in fact, I am terrible at talking to
people. Or how about: “I am good at socializing.” That has a positive meaning
compared to: “I am bad at socializing.”
You don’t have to diagram everything you say or think. But, knowing just a
little about sentence structure gives you the first tool for becoming aware of your
Inner Self. Often, people are not even aware that emotional states inside them
dictate their communication choices.
So, stick with me for just a bit and let me show you how to use this helpful
tool.
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Our choice of words in the skeletal part of our communication is most likely a
thinking decision. We wish to communicate a basic fact, so we select appropriate
words: “Jane writes poetry.”
On the other hand, our choice of modifiers is most likely a feeling decision.
Modifiers generally reflect the emotional states of our Inner Selves.
“The beautiful girl.” “The ugly girl.” “The silly, young, foolish, empty-headed
girl.”
Each of these examples conveys a specific “feeling” message—the direct result
of what we are feeling when we think about the girl. And sometimes, we are not
even aware of those feelings.
The words just “pop” out of our mouths. We do not realize that we have made
determined, emotionally based communication choices.
Knowing how to identify those choices is an important first step on the road to
Self-awareness.
Again, you do not need to get into the technical intricacies of sentence
diagramming. All you need to keep in mind is the underlying principle of this
technique—the identification of the structure of our communications. It is not
necessary to diagram anything.
Start listening closely to what you say. Distinguish between the “skeletal”
(thinking) parts of what you communicate and the “modifying” (feeling) parts of
your messages.
Focus on the modifiers. Identify the feelings behind them. Then, determine the
physical location of those feelings.
The physical location?
What I am referring to here is the kind of physiological responses you are
having. Remember that our emotional responses to events are actually
physiological responses—neurological, glandular, biochemical reactions to
whatever is happening in our lives. This means that we can make ourselves aware
of bodily correlates to what we are feeling.
A lump in my throat.
Butterflies in my stomach.
Tension in the base of my neck or in my shoulder muscles.
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Learning the physical components of your feelings can be very valuable to you.
It will enable you to have a more immediate awareness of what is going on in your
life.
Being in touch with our feelings before we communicate gives us the
marvelous opportunity to reflect for a quick moment on the possible unhappy
consequences of our actions, and, thus, the opportunity to behave differently!
Examine your self-talk for a period of time. Don't try to control it at first, just
be an observer. And, for heaven's sake, don't berate yourself if you hear yourself
talking negatively! There's no sense in adding any more negative blips!
2. Challenge The Thoughts That Accompany Your Self-Talk
This you do after you have trained yourself to listen to your self-talk. Start by
looking at the whole collection of your thoughts as you deliver messages to
yourself.
For example, suppose you are looking back at the past week, in which you
have had a huge argument with your spouse about an upcoming trip, you insulted
your best friend, and you embarrassed yourself by getting loud at an important
office party. You tell yourself, “I'm really lousy with people—I never seem to get
along with anyone!”
Stop for a moment and examine all of the thoughts, the thoughts that surround
your self-talk:
— What a miserable week.
— With me, when it comes to me with people, things always seem to go
wrong.
— What a stupid idiot I am for making such a fuss about that trip.
— How embarrassed I am about that party! I always seem to make a fool of
myself.
Challenge that self-talk!
— Was every single moment truly miserable? Every second?
— Do things go wrong with people one hundred percent of the time?
— Am I really a stupid idiot, or am I exaggerating at this moment?
— Really, do I always make a fool of myself?
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3. Look At Every Difficult Situation As A Problem To Be Solved
In addition to challenging your thoughts, become a problem-solver. So, let’s
say you are not happy with the way you are currently dealing with people. What
can you do to improve? What things can you do to keep yourself more in control?
How about pausing and taking a deep breath when you feel your temper rising?
What other things can you try? Maybe it would help if you talked it over with
your spouse and your best friend. They probably know you better than anyone else
and might have some good suggestions.
The point is, take a problem-solving stance. Focus on problem solving, not
blaming.
Successfully solving a problem generates a burst of confidence. That's one
more positive blip. The more problems you solve, the more positive blips. The
more positive blips, the better your self-concept. The better your self-concept, the
more likely it is that you will choose actions that lead to success.
Richard Bach, in his fascinating classic, Illusions, puts it this way: “Every
problem is a gift in your hands.” Every problem is an opportunity to feel good by
solving it.
4. Use Every Situation As An Opportunity To Learn
This step is very much related to the last step of taking a problem-solving
stance.
Learning is good food for your brain. The more you learn about yourself, the
more skills you will develop at whatever work you do. You will experience more
positive blips when you successfully exercise your skills.
The more you learn about your favorite hobbies and interests, and the greater
your general knowledge base, the more “success” experiences (positive blips) you
will have when working and mixing with people or just plain relaxing.
Feed your brain!
And, as you learn new skills and acquire more knowledge, tell yourself how
good you feel about it!
Complement yourself for your new bag of tricks. Don't be modest with
yourself. Give yourself the credit you deserve.
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5. Find The Silver Lining
Don't kick yourself with adverse self-talk when things don't go the way you
want them to.
Stop focusing exclusively on the negative things that have happened.
Tell yourself things like, “In spite of feeling out of sorts this week, I did
manage to accomplish some things that needed to get done” instead of things like,
“What a drag—I was really in a lousy mood this week—I was just off base on
everything!”
My wife lovingly calls me Dr. Oops. Being a tall person who is constantly
focused on what I am doing or thinking about, I have a tendency to get into
clumsy situations, like catching and ripping the pocket of my chinos on a door jam
while walking through it, or knocking over a cup of coffee as I grandly gesture
with my hand when I’m telling a story.
It would be so easy to say to myself in those awkward moments, “There you go
again, you big clumsy guy! Just another example of your complete lack of grace.”
But I've learned to find the silver lining. I've learned to smile at myself in those
moments and tell myself: “NOBODY CAN DO THAT LIKE I CAN!”
I’m not suggesting that you be unrealistic in serious situations. What I am
saying is that you have much more power to make those situations positive than
you ever may have dreamed.
6. Deliberately, Programmatically, Feed Your Positive Image
Constantly look for and implement ways to make yourself feel good about you.
As I said back in Chapter Four, start off on the right foot at the beginning of the
day. Notice what makes you feel good in the morning and then practice it.
Maybe you like to step into a long hot shower when you first get up—to get
you started and refreshed for the day.
Maybe you like to spend a half hour over a hot cup of coffee, browsing through
the morning paper.
Maybe you like to run a couple of miles before you do anything just to get your
juices flowing.
Whatever your choice, allow time for it, practice it, and enjoy it.
Pick out the clothes that fit your mood. Then when you dress and look in the
mirror you can feel good about the way you look.
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By the way, don't hesitate to use that mirror to say nice things about yourself.
You may have heard about doing this somewhere else and concluded that it is a
silly thing to do, but in light of what I have been saying about layering yourself
with positive blips, do not underestimate the power of a mirror!
Speaking of mirrors, a few years ago, I had the pleasure of spending some time
with Jim Perkins, then the General Manager of Chevrolet. His office was in the
corporate headquarters building, a large, rectangular, multi-floored building with
two banks of escalators, one at each end.
Jim was on a campaign to infuse enthusiasm into Chevrolet managers to feel
proud about belonging to an organization that he sees as a significant part of
Americana. As the following example shows, he clearly realized the importance
of feeding a positive self-image.
Ceiling to floor mirrors were installed on each floor by the escalators so that
you see yourself in the mirror as you come up the escalator.
The first thing you see as you are moving upward is the top of the mirror on
which is inscribed, in pretty blue script letters, “Chevrolet Proud.”
Then, as you come up further, you see yourself—first your head, then your
body, then a full-length image.
At about that point, you see the bottom of the mirror. Written across the
bottom, in large white letters, are the words: “You Are Looking At A Winner!”
Think about this for a moment.
Every time every person in that building uses an escalator to move up a floor,
he or she gets a little positive blip. And the chances are that many people use
those escalators several times a day. What a wonderful message for everyone in
the building.
I first saw those white letters while ascending the escalator with an associate of
mine. At the moment we both saw them, we turned to each other and
simultaneously said: “You're right!”
Put the Guidelines to Work
So much for guidelines. Now the real work starts. Apply what I have said for
the next month and see if you don't feel different—more in control of the positive
you.
Remember the central point to these six guidelines:
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You define your own self-concept by the way in which you talk to yourself
about you.
The actions I've described are ways for you to help you constantly feel positive
about yourself.
There is one final side-benefit to following these guidelines. Not only do they
give you more insight into and control of yourself, they provide you with a
strategy for learning about other people!
As much as your words are a window to your inner self, so, too, are the words
of other people windows to their inner selves.
By listening to their words in the same way you train yourself to listen to your
own words, you will learn a great deal about them. You will become more
empathetic with their feelings. You will find yourself communicating more effectively with them.
And this spills over into your work world. If you are in a service business,
dealing daily with customers, putting the six guidelines to work will help you
become more responsive to their needs. This will build customer loyalty for your
service.
If you are in sales, these guidelines will help you more effectively “read” your
customers and select the right strategies to successfully close your sales.

Remember:
We All Are What We Speak!
Your Words Are A Window To Your Inner Self
Use Them To Develop And Maintain A Positive Self-Concept
And Increase Your Personal And Professional Success.
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Chapter Ten

PRINCIPLE FIVE
Given that your behaviors are influenced by your temperament, learning,
mental models, desire to feel good, and the choices you make, we come to the
fifth principle:

Some consequences hurt you. Other consequences hurt others. When looking
back through the history of civilizations, it is evident that we human beings are
driven by two primal needs:

Let’s spend a few moments looking at these two primary needs, which I call
“The Two Forces of Survival.”
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If there is any one primal, instinctive motivating force in our lives as human
beings, it is our drive to survive, to thrive as individuals. It permeates everything
we do. It is the master force beneath the surface of our growth into adulthood and
beyond. We are driven by our need to survive—to live on and on. Anything
interfering with that pursuit is a supreme threat to our very existence.
The first shocking threat to our survival hits us at the moment we are
unmercifully separated from the warm and safe connectedness of our mother's
womb. From that moment on, we are driven by the second force of survival, the
need to “connect”—to achieve the warmth and safety of intimate relationships.
Unconnected, frightened by the helplessness we feel in the face of our
aloneness, we seek nurturing from others. We seek approval. We seek acceptance.
We search for the security of intimacy. Anything that interferes with the
fulfillment of that search is threatening and frustrating to us.
As we seek to feed these primal drives of survival and connectedness, we are
goaded and jostled by a continuous onslaught of threatening and often conflicting
societal forces. Our attempts to defend against those threats, to survive and
connect, shape our behaviors and determine how we view the world.
We saw numerous threats during the last century. The first World War. The
great depression. The second World War. The Cold War. Korea. Vietnam. Iraq
and Afghanistan.
The beginning of the twenty-first century shows us times are no different. New
threats heighten our needs to survive and connect.
In addition, other forces focus us on those needs. Geometric population growth
around the world, particularly in underdeveloped countries. Increased mobility in
our lives. International media at the flip of a switch. The incredible growth of the
internet. Diminishing natural resources. Global corporations and the interconnected world of international commerce.
Collectively, these forces heighten our drives to survive and connect and
elevate our awareness of our interdependence
Interdependence. We have made altruism a positive value in our lives for
centuries. Somehow we have known that it is an important ethic for us.
Somewhere in the dim awakenings of our logical thinking we already knew that
our ultimate individual survival depends on our group survival.
It is a mathematical certainty that two individuals have more potential for
mastery over what we do than does one. Four have more than two. Eight more
than four. And so on.
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The value of surviving as a group becomes important because it holds out the
potential of a richer, fuller, more expanded life experience. It also means a more
interdependent experience. So, we value altruism.
The need to survive as a group is a logical outgrowth of our bio-psychological
beginnings. It is a natural consequence of our existence. And altruism, understood
clearly for what it is—a higher level of individual survival—is an important
guiding value in our continuing existence.
Take the case of electricity, for instance. Imagine what it would be like if we
suddenly had no more electric power. Think of the incredibly pervasive presence
of electric energy in even the smallest moments of our daily lives! We have
become so dependent on this immensely useful source of power, that we have
developed a complex socioeconomic structure to insure its continued existence.
True, we could “survive” without electric energy. We did in the past, before we
even imagined its marvels. But, like a fine wine, once we taste a better life, we
redefine our survival to maintain it. Without electricity in our daily lives, we
experience unacceptable inconveniences and hardships.
Consider another example.
During the last century, we radically increased our capacity to be mobile.
Before the automobile, even traveling from one town to another was a significant
undertaking. Traveling across the country was a major undertaking. Traveling
across the ocean was an extraordinary undertaking. Today, we view our entire
country is our own back yard. We easily travel to other continents to vacation, to
learn, and to explore.
Like electricity (in fact, our dependence on electricity) our ability to be mobile
requires a complex socioeconomic structure to insure its continued existence.
Earthquakes, excessive hot spells, fires, and other threats to our mobility show us
how fragile is that structure.
There is no longer any question that we human beings are all in this together.
And the more we wrap ourselves in complex techno-socioeconomic structures, the
more we become aware of how interdependent we are.
It is up to each of us to make choices that not only benefit us, but benefit others
as well.
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Choose to be courteous to others.
Choose to respect others.
Choose to be considerate of others.
Choose to be helpful to others.
Choose to be responsible
in your commitments to others.
Make choices that lead to consequences that maximize the positive outcomes
for both you and others.

KEEP OTHERS IN MIND
WHEN YOU MAKE
YOUR CHOICES!
Recall my second principle that we human beings are motivated to feel good.
As described in the next chapter, there is strong evidence that Cooperating With
Others Is Pleasurable!
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Chapter Eleven

CHOICES:
Cooperating With Others
Is Pleasurable
As described in the last chapter, we are driven both to survive and connect.
This is particularly important in the world of the 21st Century. Throughout the
world, we human beings have become increasingly interdependent.
Our lives have become intertwined—our economies, our technologies, our
politics, and even our weather systems. What happens in Hong Kong affects what
happens in Hoboken.
It is more important than ever that we learn to cooperate with one another
instead of exerting all of our energies in protecting our own turfs.
Some recent and interesting research findings suggest that the act of
cooperation is “hard-wired.” Researchers studied neural activity in a group of
subjects and discovered that “the small, brave act of cooperating with another
person, of choosing trust over cynicism, generosity over selfishness, makes the
brain light up with quiet joy.”
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People were asked to select a strategy from a number of greedy or cooperative
strategies. When they chose a cooperative strategy, the mental circuitry in the
brain that is normally associated with “reward-seeking” behavior “lit up.” And the
longer they engaged in the cooperative strategy, the more strongly blood flowed to
that area of the brain.
When they analyzed brain scans, researchers found that cooperation activated
two broad areas of the brain that are rich in neurons able to respond to dopamine.
Dopamine is the brain chemical found when responding to pleasurable behaviors,
such as eating dessert, looking at a pretty face, getting some money, and a variety
of addictive behaviors.
It seems, researchers conclude, that we humans are wired in some ways to
cooperate with each other. The speculation is that the urge to cooperate is
reinforced by the brain's feel-good circuitry.
Anthropologists have theorized that many thousands of years ago, human
beings needed teamwork to hunt large game or gather difficult plant foods or rear
difficult children.
So the capacity to cooperate actually became linked to the survival of our
human species!
This is truer today than at any other time in human history. We have more
contact with a greater diversity of people and cultures than we’ve ever had before,
thanks to many advances in technology. Convenient transportation connects us
around the globe. Television and the internet are accessible world-wide. A global,
wireless circuitry connects people who don’t even speak the same language. We
are living in a “shrinking world.”
And, even in the smaller worlds of our communities, our survival as thriving
cities, suburbs, and small towns is linked to how well we cooperate with one
another.
There’s an extra bonus for each of us: when we choose to cooperate with one
another, we actually “pleasure” our brains!
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Chapter Twelve

ME, YOU, AND THE
POWER OF CHOICE
There you have it. The Five Principles of Behavior:

Now it’s time for YOU…
…to put these principles to work!
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People working together, whether in a family, a group of friends, a sales team,
a management team, or a community group, will be happier, more “centered,” and
more effective when they make the right choices…
CHOICES THAT HELP EVERYONE
PULL TOGETHER.
CHOICES TO HELP EACH OTHER OUT.
CHOICES TO RECOGNIZE AND COMPLIMENT EACH OTHER’S TALENTS.
CHOICES TO DEMONSTRATE THAT PEOPLE
ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR ONE ANOTHER.

The point here is that the effectiveness of all of us is a function of the effectiveness of the choices made by each of us!
Yes, at this moment you are the sum total of your temperament and learning
experiences.

Yes, you, like all of us, are motivated to feel good.

Yes, at this moment, you see the world through your mental filters, your mental
models.
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And, yes, what you say or do has consequences for you and for others.

But, it is still…

ALL
ABOUT
CHOICE!!!

Filter your choices between two important mindsets:

Choose a problem-solving mindset.
Look at every problem as an opportunity to learn. See every problem as a gift
in your hand!
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CHOOSE TO LEARN
FROM YOUR PROBLEMS
USE THAT LEARNING
TO MAKE CHOICES
TO IMPROVE YOURSELF
CHOOSE TO USE
THAT LEARNING
TO HELP OTHERS
LEARN AND IMPROVE
Choose an interdependent mindset.
Realize that all of us in the world today are interdependent. Choose to see other
people that way.

SEE OTHER VIEWPOINTS
WORK TOGETHER
TO SOLVE PROBLEMS
FIND COMMON GROUND
Live with these two mindsets, a problem-solving mindset and an
interdependent mindset.
Encourage others—help others—to do the same.
The Bottom Line is…

IT’S ALL ABOUT CHOICE!!!
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I have one closing smile to offer. While I was writing this and pondering the
wonderful power that our choices can exert in our lives in making every moment
of living a precious moment, I ran across the following cartoon:

DON’T MAKE CHOICES
THAT WASTE YOUR LIFE!
REMEMBER:

IT’S ME AND YOU
IN THIS THING
THEY CALL LIFE,
EACH OF US
EXERCISING OUR
POWER OF CHOICE!
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